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What’s Inside
NEWS

Big night for Gaels Basketball

A look on the scene
Sick sea lions, Bay to Breakers, and
new BART safety systems are just
a few of the current bits of news
happening in California. PAGE 2

beyond the bubble
Greece barely manages to get a
bailout extension as Venezuela has
its own struggles with its economy; a
lot is going on in the world. PAGE 3
Culture
omca offers fun friday
night opportunity
Every Friday the Oakland Museum
highlights Off the Grid and music
to go with its galleries. PAGE 4
Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN

Patty Mills honored in addition to graduating seniors on Senior
Night. Gaels also play hard against the Bulldogs. See Sports, page 8.
Profile

Saturday of Service promotes social justice
Skizzy mars drops new ep
The “Red Balloon Project” offers seven
new songs from the ever-growing
artist. Songs such as “The City” and
“Be Lazy” won’t disappoint. PAGE 5
Opinion

“50 Shades of Grey” doesn’t
even get the sex right
The movie propagates an
incorrect, unhealthy, and violent
cultural view of sex. PAGE 6
sports

More than just planting trees, the day is a special experience for all
by elizabeth magno
staff writer
The National Association of Social
Workers defines social justice as the “view
that everyone deserves equal economic,
political, and social rights and opportunities.” Social justice has been one of the five
core principles that help unite and guide
the community at Saint Mary’s. As an oncampus organization, the Catholic Institute for Lasallian Social Action (CILSA)
constantly finds new ways to advocate the
subject. CILSA is an organization at Saint
Mary’s that promotes a culture of service
and social justice with Catholic social
teaching. It does so by integrating three
of the college’s traditions: the Catholic,
Lasallian, and liberal arts traditions. The
program fosters student leadership for the
common good. It also serves as an organizational catalyst for students to “integrate
the head, heart, and hands to promote a
culture of community service and social
justice education.”
An important aspect of CILSA is their
Saturday of Service program. Available

to all Saint Mary’s students, Saturday of
Service “focuses on going out to the community that helps students recognize the
importance of social justice,” explained
sophomore Guy Whittall-Scherfee. On a
typical service day, the number of student
volunteers can range from 50 to well over
100. There are normally four to five cities
that students travel to, depending on the
number of participants. Locations vary,
with destinations including the Legacy
Garden, local preschools, food banks, and
even working with the Urban Farmers.
The day starts around 8 a.m. when
students gather on the Chapel Lawn. The
volunteers break off in groups before
leaving to go to their service location.
Service opportunities feature different
tasks, including planting gardens, working with children and families, harvesting
fresh fruits and vegetables, and working
alongside community members to support
neighborhood initiatives. “When I went to
Legacy Garden,” freshman Emma Mavis
said, “we spent a lot of time shoveling
mulch and clearing garden beds, but we
also harvested the vegetables and rejuve-

nated the soil.” After students complete
their service, they take the time to debrief.
When the debriefing process is finished,
the groups return to campus around 2 or
3 p.m.
Saturday of Service can be a beneficial
experience for students. “Doing a service
day makes you feel good,” Mavis stated
as she reflected on her experience. “It’s
satisfying because it makes you feel accomplished. It’s definitely an experience that
students should do at least once.” Whittall
also continues to support the cause. “It’s
a great introduction into a Lasallian core
principles and social justice. It’s a great
way to see different areas around campus
and the community we live in.” As a core
principle, Saint Mary’s takes the time to
establish an awareness of social justice.
“It’s important that students develop an
awareness of this issue,” Whittall declared,
“because it helps students to develop an
awareness of the environment and the
community around us. Even when you
don’t notice what injustice is and issues
people deal with doesn’t mean it won’t
affect you.”

Facing the realities of discrimination and police brutality
The IC hosts a dialogue for students to share their own experiences
Baseball splits at home
Saint Mary’s baseball team
splits home opener against
Eastern Michigan. PAGE 8
Men’s basketball vs gonzaga
Wiltjer, Gonzaga too much for
Gaels to handle. Gaels finish 7060 on Saturday night. PAGE 8

by Sofia jeremias
assistant News Editor
In light of recent unrest in Ferguson,
Mo., the Intercultural Center (IC) hosted
an Invest Session to discuss the issue of
police brutality. The session, which took
place on Feb. 19, was titled “Law Enforcement: Race, Force and Necessary Action.”

The event intended to provide a space for “a
dialogue on the topic of law enforcement in
communities of color.”
The grand jury’s decision not to indict
Darren Wilson, the police officer responsible for the shooting of Michael Brown,
resulted in rioting and protest not only in
Ferguson, but also nationwide. The decision
has also sparked conversations concerning

the power of law enforcement and society’s
expectations of their role in protecting the
American people.
The Saint Mary’s community has also
begun to take part in this conversation. The
Invest Session began with discussing the
RESPECT model, an acronym which participants in the discussion used to outline
see POLICE, page 3
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

ewsflash: the United States
is not the greatest country in
the world.
But first, let’s pretend for a moment that Rudy Giuliani still has
any relevance in this world. Speaking at a dinner last week, Giuliani
said that President Obama does
not love this country. “I do not believe, and I know this is a horrible
thing to say, but I do not believe
that the president loves America,”
Giuliani said. At least he prefaced
it by admitting that he knew it was
an asinine statement. The former
New York mayor then defended his
comments throughout the week in
a media circus, which also included
making some bizarre statements
about Obama not being African-

American enough.
What’s even better about this
episode (and by that, I mean what
makes this terrible) is that every
political figure in the country and
everyone on cable news television
then had to weigh in on Giuliani’s
original statement about whether
Obama loves or hates America.
(How do you love a country to begin with if it isn’t a person? What
did you buy for your loved country
on Valentine’s Day last week?) On
NBC’s “Meet the Press” on Sunday,
moderator Chuck Todd said he
hated this story and that it brought
out the worst in the press. He and
his panel then proceeded to spend
a full seven more minutes dissecting the issue.
This edition of the “A Republican Just Said Something Stupid
about the President and Now Let’s

All Discuss It” isn’t a complete
waste, however. We can draw conclusions that many in this country,
or at least on the political stage, are
grappling with the crumbling notion of American exceptionalism.
Obama has a very nuanced and
sophisticated approach to how he
views the United States in relation
to other nations, and it’s refreshing to see the absence of jingoistic
tendencies of American politics
absent in our president.
This same week, Oklahoma lawmakers voted to ban the Advanced
Placement test of U.S. history
because newer textbooks show a
more critical view of the U.S. and
less emphasis on American exceptionalism. This is a good point
to bring in HBO “Newsroom” anchor Will McAvoy’s famed speech
on why the U.S. is not the greatest

A Look on the Scene
BART Receives Grant to Improve Safety
The Federal Transit Administration gave BART a $5 million grant
to fund a two year project that is
aiming to improve employee safety
along the tracks. The project is set
to develop a system that would link
trackside workers with warning
devices on the BART trains and the
BART Operations Control Center.
Typically there is an active warning
device that alerts those working
on the track of approaching trains.
The idea for the new system is that,
just in case the worker does not
react to the initial warning, the
technology would automatically
stop the train as it approaches the
worker’s safety zone. The grant to
develop and start the project was
applied for back in November of
2013 when two BART workers
were struck and killed by a train
while working on the track.
Santa Clara Student Assaults
Roommate with Knife
Dillion Sang Kim, a 19-year-old
student at Santa Clara University assaulted his roommate with
a knife early morning on Tuesday,
Feb. 17. In an unprovoked attack,
the 19-year-old roommate woke
up to find Kim standing over him
holding a knife. The victim was
stabbed multiple times and cut
along his forehead and shoulder before being able to escape

through the bathroom that was
adjoined to a room with two fellow
suitemates. One of the suitemates
called 911, and Kim was arrested
just outside the dormitory. Prior to
being arrested, Kim apparently cut
around his own throat, as evidence
by the stitches in his mug shot. The
motivation behind the attack is
still unknown as police continue
to investigate the incident. The
victim’s name wasn’t released, but
he is hospitalized and is expected
to recover well.
Covered California Information Mix-Up Makes Customers
Delay Filing Taxes
The health insurance company
Covered California sent approximately 800,000 1095-A forms to
households filing taxes: unfortunately, 100,000 of those had
the wrong information on them.
Because of the form mix-up, Covered California has notified those
customers and have asked them to
delay filing their tax information
as they send out the correct forms
as soon as possible. Covered California spokesman James Scullary
noted that the linking of healthcare
and taxes is still being adjusted to.
Bay to Breakers Seeks to Break
World Records
San Francisco’s annual, citywide Bay to Breakers race and
costume party is adding a twist to

Startling Numbers of Sick Sea
Lion Pups Continue to Wash Up
on California Beaches
According to officials from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, more than four
times the number of sick sea lion
pups have washed up on California
beaches this year than last year.
In 2014, the time frame between
January and April noted approximately 225 stranded pups; so
far in 2015, there have been 940
found. Scientists and experts note
that this is probably due to the
abnormally warmer temperature
of the ocean water. They postulate

that the warmer temperatures are
making nursing mothers head out
further than usual in search for
food, which forces them to leave
their young unattended for longer
periods of time.
Obama Steps in to Help End
Port Strikes Stifling West Coast
For the past nine months, a
protracted labor dispute in the
ports on the West Coast has caused
backlogging and delays of all imports and exports to and from Asia.
The International Longshore and
Warehouse Union, who cover the
workers that unload cargo with
giant cranes, then move it onto
trucks and trains, has been in negotiations with Pacific Maritime
Association for those months,
but negotiations recently stalled.
With concerns over the economic
impact that this is having on the
United States, President Obama
has decided to intervene by sending Thomas E. Perez, the secretary
of labor, to mediate negotiations
between the union and the shipowners. Both sides were able to
work out a tentative five year
contract and its immediate effect
is that the operation of the ports
will go back to normal. However,
estimates for the larger ports indicate that the large backlog of
work means that regular flow of
products and shipment will not
return for another three months.

2/10/2015
10:11 a.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Minor damage to two
vehicles in Filippi Hall Parking
Lot -parties involved exchanged
information & settled; closed
2/10/2015
2:34 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Hit & run-damage to

rear left bumper in Filippi Hall
Parking Lot; suspended
2/10/2015
7:55 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Possible harassment
in Mitty Hall; referred to Community Life
2/13/2015
11:27 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession/
consumption of alcohol in Mitty
Hall; referred to Dean of Students
Office
2/14/2015

Because there’s a whole
world out there…
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1 Mayor of Caracas Arrested on Accusations of Sedition
Antonio Ledezma, the mayor
of Caracas in Venezuela, has
been arrested on accusations of
plotting an American-supported
overthrow of the government.
The arrest has seemed to deepen
the civil unrest that Venezuela
has been experiencing due to
a drastic decrease in the international price of oil—which is
Venezuela’s largest source of
foreign income. The action is
recognized by many as one to
remove a politician who might
contend with President Nicolás
Maduro, and silence the mayor
in order to have an advantage
in legislative elections later
this year. The United States has
denied any involvement in the
politics of Venezuela. Pockets
of protest have emerged in several parts of the country, as the
arrest of Ledezma furthers the
civil unrest spurred by the unpopularity of the President and
problems with their economy.
2 Militants Claiming Ties
to ISIS Allegedly Carried out
Car Bombs in Libya
On Friday, Feb. 20, three car
bombs were detonated and
killed at least 38 people in the
town Qubbah in the east of
Libya. Since then, militants

that claim allegiance to the Islamic State, known as ISIS, have
laid claim for the attacks. The
branch claiming responsibility
is the one stationed in Derna,
and state that the attacks were
revenge for Muslims killed in
the city. ISIS and other militant
groups have become increasingly active after overthrow of
Col. Muammar el- Qaddafi in
2011, as the groups establish
new territories and bases.
3 Greece Reaches Deal to
Extend the Country’s Bailout
On Feb. 20, European leaders hammered out a deal that
would extend Greece’s bailout
time by four months. Recently,
the country has been struggling
with its economy and is hanging
by a lifeline to avoid bankruptcy.
While the new deal gives Greece
some leeway to rectify the problems, there are several stipulations that Greece has to adhere
to, including reforms such as
making labor laws more flexible.
Over the past five years, Greece’s
economy has been shrinking and
unemployment in the country
is currently around 25 percent
While the bailout serves as a
temporary fix, further discussions are expected as Greece
struggles to recover. If Greece
cannot meet its requirements

4
5

for its creditors or the obligations it has as part of the Eurozone, conversation may begin
to shift toward whether Greece
should be allowed to stay within
the Eurozone at all.
4
New Study Shows Polluted Air in India Shortens
Lives by Years
A study conducted by researches at the University of
Chicag o, Yale, and Harvard
have determined that the heavy
pollution in India causes each
person to lose an average of
3.2 years in life expectancy.
India’s government has made
economic development a top
priority though and is unlikely
to make any attempt to change
the level of air pollution. In fact,
the government plans to double
its use of coal in the next five
years. Collectively, the Indian
population could lose a total of
2.1 billion years of life. The level
of air pollution could also harm
the Indian economy, potentially
cutting its agriculture production by a third.
5
New Prime Minister of
Sri Lanka Struggles with Release of Hundreds of Political
Prisoners
Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe has already reestab-

Afternoon Craft Conversation:
Mary Volmer
Wednesday, February 25
2:30-3:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Sara Mumolo
sm13@stmarys-ca.edu
lished relations with the United
States, India, and China, but
he has only begun the complex
and lengthy process of releasing
hundreds of political prisoners and returning thousands of
acres of land seized from the
Tamil minority. Tamil activists
are becoming increasingly frustrated with the delayed release
of prisoners. The Northern Provincial Council passed a resolution to request an international
investigation into the alleged
genocide of the Tamil people.
6 Ebola Eradication in West
Africa by mid-April Seems
Unlikely
Dr. David Nabarro and Dr.
Bruce Aylward, officials of the
World Health Organization,
claimed that the incident of new
Ebola cases was no longer quickly declining and the anti-Ebola
effort was short $900 million.
Apparently, some potentially
infected individuals go through
extraordinary measures to avoid
the contact lists necessary for
isolating the disease. In the last
four weeks health officials have
been recording 120 to 150 new
cases per week. Dr. Nabarro
explained that these numbers
showed that “we have to maintain constant vigilance and surveillance to get to zero.”

Father John Dear: Living the
Nonviolent Life
Wednesday, February 25
7 p.m.
Saint Mary’s Chapel
Contact Sally Jamison
(925) 631-4406
Graduate Student Reading
Series
Wednesday, February 25
7-9:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Sara Mumolo
sm13@stmarys-ca.edu
The BASH
Thursday, February 26
6-9 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Intercultural Center
theic@stmarys-ca.edu
Global Social Justice Panel:
India, Africa, & the US
Friday, February 27
5:30-9 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Jyoti Bachani
Lee Mun Wah-Creating Community in a Diverse School
Environment-Distinguished
Speaker Series
Saturday, February 28th
8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Jeannie Harberson
(925) 631-4936

POLICE: students are challenged to reevaluate their biases and prejudice
continued from page 1

Crime Beat
2/9/2015
9:14 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
and burning incense in room in
Assumption Hall; referred to
Community Life

Beyond the Bubble

country in the world. There are,
indeed, many great things about
this nation, and it is a good idea
to celebrate what makes the U.S.
great. But concluding that it is better than every other country is the
same type of thinking that has led
to some of our greatest mistakes
in history. In people, thinking that
you are better than others is called
narcissism. Self-righteousness can
lead to ideas of superiority and
extremism that are dangerous for
a country of this size and influence
in international relations. No other
nation thinks as highly of itself as
some in the U.S. think of the U.S.
So, of course the president loves
this country, the U.S. is not the
greatest country in the world, and
Rudy Giuliani can return to his
regularly-scheduled appearances
of pseudo-relevance on cable news.

News and headlines from around
campus and the Bay Area

the already hectic event this year.
In addition to the usual wild costumes and events that come along
with the event, Bay to Breakers is
encouraging participants to set
the record for “Most Records Set
During a Road Race.” Thematically
called “Bay to Breaking Records”
by Zappos.com, the online shoe
and apparel shop that is the title
sponsor of the race this time, the
race is expecting around 50,000
participants. Zappos is hoping
that the cooperation of all the
participants will help the event
set over 40 records in one day.
Event organizers are encouraging
participants to submit their ideas
for possible records to break. This
year, the event will take place on
May 17.
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news
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by Charlie Guese
Editor-in-Chief
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5:00 a.m.

Incident: Single Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Vehicle damage adjacent to Aquinas Hall-no injuries;
referred to Dean of Students
Office
2/14/2015
11:05 p.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Unauthorized students
in pool area of Alioto Recreation
Center; referred to Athletics
2/15/2015
6:05 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Low battery-no fire,
smoke or scorching in Warehouse;
referred to Facilities Services

6:22 a.m.
2/15/2015
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Low battery in Warehouse-work order submitted to
Facilities Services (no fire, smoke,
or scorching)
2/18/2015
1:30 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Upset student in Oliver
Hall; referred to Dean of Students
and CAPS
2/18/2015
2:18 p.m.
Incident: Minor Traffic Collision
Synopsis: Minor damage to vehicle-parties exchanged information; suspended

their expectations for the event.
After establishing the rules of the
session, student leaders Emily
Klingenberger and Rachel Hartley
presented an informational slide
show. The presentation began
with a viewing of a Ted Talk by
Jamil Jivani. The focus of the talk
was the harms of racial profiling.
Jivani said the purpose of his talk
was to encourage people to “question [their] biases and preconceptions.”
Following the Ted Talk, Hartley explained the definition of
police brutality as “excessive use
of force” and went over some of
the common myths concerning
police brutality along with a few
facts about law enforcement.
Klingenberger discussed the

lack of a policy in regards to
data collection on police activity,
including arrests, shootings, and
unwarranted stops. After some
of the basic information and issues concerning police brutality
were considered, another activity commenced. Klingenberger
and Hartley read from a list of
potential scenarios involving
police officers. Three signs were
posted around the room and
students had to decide which
category their feelings about
the situation fell under; Safe,
Not Safe or Unsure and walk
to the corresponding sign. One
theoretical situation asked the
students how they would feel if
they saw a police officer following behind them while driving

from Walnut Creek to Saint
Mary’s College.
After the activity, the students
broke into groups of three to
talk about the experience of
playing the game and how their
respective backgrounds affected
which category they chose to
place themselves in. The groups
of students also discussed their
attitudes and preconceived notions toward law enforcement.
The students reconvened after
this and had a less structured
discussion. Students shared
their own experiences of dealing with police officers and
the various times that they felt
discriminated against based on
color or race.
The Invest Session provided

a safe platform for students to
voice their concerns over the
recent national debate on police brutality. A follow up event,
Black Lives Matter, will take
place on March 10. A member
of the Black Lives Matter movement will be speaking at the
event.

Rheem Valley Cleaners
568 Center St. Moraga
(925)247-5499
Pick one:
We beat competitors
discounts by 10%
Enjoy 50% off comforters
when you spend $50 or
enjoy $5 off $20

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

ewsflash: the United States
is not the greatest country in
the world.
But first, let’s pretend for a moment that Rudy Giuliani still has
any relevance in this world. Speaking at a dinner last week, Giuliani
said that President Obama does
not love this country. “I do not believe, and I know this is a horrible
thing to say, but I do not believe
that the president loves America,”
Giuliani said. At least he prefaced
it by admitting that he knew it was
an asinine statement. The former
New York mayor then defended his
comments throughout the week in
a media circus, which also included
making some bizarre statements
about Obama not being African-

American enough.
What’s even better about this
episode (and by that, I mean what
makes this terrible) is that every
political figure in the country and
everyone on cable news television
then had to weigh in on Giuliani’s
original statement about whether
Obama loves or hates America.
(How do you love a country to begin with if it isn’t a person? What
did you buy for your loved country
on Valentine’s Day last week?) On
NBC’s “Meet the Press” on Sunday,
moderator Chuck Todd said he
hated this story and that it brought
out the worst in the press. He and
his panel then proceeded to spend
a full seven more minutes dissecting the issue.
This edition of the “A Republican Just Said Something Stupid
about the President and Now Let’s

All Discuss It” isn’t a complete
waste, however. We can draw conclusions that many in this country,
or at least on the political stage, are
grappling with the crumbling notion of American exceptionalism.
Obama has a very nuanced and
sophisticated approach to how he
views the United States in relation
to other nations, and it’s refreshing to see the absence of jingoistic
tendencies of American politics
absent in our president.
This same week, Oklahoma lawmakers voted to ban the Advanced
Placement test of U.S. history
because newer textbooks show a
more critical view of the U.S. and
less emphasis on American exceptionalism. This is a good point
to bring in HBO “Newsroom” anchor Will McAvoy’s famed speech
on why the U.S. is not the greatest

A Look on the Scene
BART Receives Grant to Improve Safety
The Federal Transit Administration gave BART a $5 million grant
to fund a two year project that is
aiming to improve employee safety
along the tracks. The project is set
to develop a system that would link
trackside workers with warning
devices on the BART trains and the
BART Operations Control Center.
Typically there is an active warning
device that alerts those working
on the track of approaching trains.
The idea for the new system is that,
just in case the worker does not
react to the initial warning, the
technology would automatically
stop the train as it approaches the
worker’s safety zone. The grant to
develop and start the project was
applied for back in November of
2013 when two BART workers
were struck and killed by a train
while working on the track.
Santa Clara Student Assaults
Roommate with Knife
Dillion Sang Kim, a 19-year-old
student at Santa Clara University assaulted his roommate with
a knife early morning on Tuesday,
Feb. 17. In an unprovoked attack,
the 19-year-old roommate woke
up to find Kim standing over him
holding a knife. The victim was
stabbed multiple times and cut
along his forehead and shoulder before being able to escape

through the bathroom that was
adjoined to a room with two fellow
suitemates. One of the suitemates
called 911, and Kim was arrested
just outside the dormitory. Prior to
being arrested, Kim apparently cut
around his own throat, as evidence
by the stitches in his mug shot. The
motivation behind the attack is
still unknown as police continue
to investigate the incident. The
victim’s name wasn’t released, but
he is hospitalized and is expected
to recover well.
Covered California Information Mix-Up Makes Customers
Delay Filing Taxes
The health insurance company
Covered California sent approximately 800,000 1095-A forms to
households filing taxes: unfortunately, 100,000 of those had
the wrong information on them.
Because of the form mix-up, Covered California has notified those
customers and have asked them to
delay filing their tax information
as they send out the correct forms
as soon as possible. Covered California spokesman James Scullary
noted that the linking of healthcare
and taxes is still being adjusted to.
Bay to Breakers Seeks to Break
World Records
San Francisco’s annual, citywide Bay to Breakers race and
costume party is adding a twist to

Startling Numbers of Sick Sea
Lion Pups Continue to Wash Up
on California Beaches
According to officials from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, more than four
times the number of sick sea lion
pups have washed up on California
beaches this year than last year.
In 2014, the time frame between
January and April noted approximately 225 stranded pups; so
far in 2015, there have been 940
found. Scientists and experts note
that this is probably due to the
abnormally warmer temperature
of the ocean water. They postulate

that the warmer temperatures are
making nursing mothers head out
further than usual in search for
food, which forces them to leave
their young unattended for longer
periods of time.
Obama Steps in to Help End
Port Strikes Stifling West Coast
For the past nine months, a
protracted labor dispute in the
ports on the West Coast has caused
backlogging and delays of all imports and exports to and from Asia.
The International Longshore and
Warehouse Union, who cover the
workers that unload cargo with
giant cranes, then move it onto
trucks and trains, has been in negotiations with Pacific Maritime
Association for those months,
but negotiations recently stalled.
With concerns over the economic
impact that this is having on the
United States, President Obama
has decided to intervene by sending Thomas E. Perez, the secretary
of labor, to mediate negotiations
between the union and the shipowners. Both sides were able to
work out a tentative five year
contract and its immediate effect
is that the operation of the ports
will go back to normal. However,
estimates for the larger ports indicate that the large backlog of
work means that regular flow of
products and shipment will not
return for another three months.

2/10/2015
10:11 a.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Minor damage to two
vehicles in Filippi Hall Parking
Lot -parties involved exchanged
information & settled; closed
2/10/2015
2:34 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Hit & run-damage to

rear left bumper in Filippi Hall
Parking Lot; suspended
2/10/2015
7:55 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Possible harassment
in Mitty Hall; referred to Community Life
2/13/2015
11:27 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession/
consumption of alcohol in Mitty
Hall; referred to Dean of Students
Office
2/14/2015

Because there’s a whole
world out there…
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1 Mayor of Caracas Arrested on Accusations of Sedition
Antonio Ledezma, the mayor
of Caracas in Venezuela, has
been arrested on accusations of
plotting an American-supported
overthrow of the government.
The arrest has seemed to deepen
the civil unrest that Venezuela
has been experiencing due to
a drastic decrease in the international price of oil—which is
Venezuela’s largest source of
foreign income. The action is
recognized by many as one to
remove a politician who might
contend with President Nicolás
Maduro, and silence the mayor
in order to have an advantage
in legislative elections later
this year. The United States has
denied any involvement in the
politics of Venezuela. Pockets
of protest have emerged in several parts of the country, as the
arrest of Ledezma furthers the
civil unrest spurred by the unpopularity of the President and
problems with their economy.
2 Militants Claiming Ties
to ISIS Allegedly Carried out
Car Bombs in Libya
On Friday, Feb. 20, three car
bombs were detonated and
killed at least 38 people in the
town Qubbah in the east of
Libya. Since then, militants

that claim allegiance to the Islamic State, known as ISIS, have
laid claim for the attacks. The
branch claiming responsibility
is the one stationed in Derna,
and state that the attacks were
revenge for Muslims killed in
the city. ISIS and other militant
groups have become increasingly active after overthrow of
Col. Muammar el- Qaddafi in
2011, as the groups establish
new territories and bases.
3 Greece Reaches Deal to
Extend the Country’s Bailout
On Feb. 20, European leaders hammered out a deal that
would extend Greece’s bailout
time by four months. Recently,
the country has been struggling
with its economy and is hanging
by a lifeline to avoid bankruptcy.
While the new deal gives Greece
some leeway to rectify the problems, there are several stipulations that Greece has to adhere
to, including reforms such as
making labor laws more flexible.
Over the past five years, Greece’s
economy has been shrinking and
unemployment in the country
is currently around 25 percent
While the bailout serves as a
temporary fix, further discussions are expected as Greece
struggles to recover. If Greece
cannot meet its requirements

4
5

for its creditors or the obligations it has as part of the Eurozone, conversation may begin
to shift toward whether Greece
should be allowed to stay within
the Eurozone at all.
4
New Study Shows Polluted Air in India Shortens
Lives by Years
A study conducted by researches at the University of
Chicag o, Yale, and Harvard
have determined that the heavy
pollution in India causes each
person to lose an average of
3.2 years in life expectancy.
India’s government has made
economic development a top
priority though and is unlikely
to make any attempt to change
the level of air pollution. In fact,
the government plans to double
its use of coal in the next five
years. Collectively, the Indian
population could lose a total of
2.1 billion years of life. The level
of air pollution could also harm
the Indian economy, potentially
cutting its agriculture production by a third.
5
New Prime Minister of
Sri Lanka Struggles with Release of Hundreds of Political
Prisoners
Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe has already reestab-

Afternoon Craft Conversation:
Mary Volmer
Wednesday, February 25
2:30-3:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Sara Mumolo
sm13@stmarys-ca.edu
lished relations with the United
States, India, and China, but
he has only begun the complex
and lengthy process of releasing
hundreds of political prisoners and returning thousands of
acres of land seized from the
Tamil minority. Tamil activists
are becoming increasingly frustrated with the delayed release
of prisoners. The Northern Provincial Council passed a resolution to request an international
investigation into the alleged
genocide of the Tamil people.
6 Ebola Eradication in West
Africa by mid-April Seems
Unlikely
Dr. David Nabarro and Dr.
Bruce Aylward, officials of the
World Health Organization,
claimed that the incident of new
Ebola cases was no longer quickly declining and the anti-Ebola
effort was short $900 million.
Apparently, some potentially
infected individuals go through
extraordinary measures to avoid
the contact lists necessary for
isolating the disease. In the last
four weeks health officials have
been recording 120 to 150 new
cases per week. Dr. Nabarro
explained that these numbers
showed that “we have to maintain constant vigilance and surveillance to get to zero.”

Father John Dear: Living the
Nonviolent Life
Wednesday, February 25
7 p.m.
Saint Mary’s Chapel
Contact Sally Jamison
(925) 631-4406
Graduate Student Reading
Series
Wednesday, February 25
7-9:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Sara Mumolo
sm13@stmarys-ca.edu
The BASH
Thursday, February 26
6-9 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Intercultural Center
theic@stmarys-ca.edu
Global Social Justice Panel:
India, Africa, & the US
Friday, February 27
5:30-9 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Jyoti Bachani
Lee Mun Wah-Creating Community in a Diverse School
Environment-Distinguished
Speaker Series
Saturday, February 28th
8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Jeannie Harberson
(925) 631-4936

POLICE: students are challenged to reevaluate their biases and prejudice
continued from page 1

Crime Beat
2/9/2015
9:14 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
and burning incense in room in
Assumption Hall; referred to
Community Life

Beyond the Bubble

country in the world. There are,
indeed, many great things about
this nation, and it is a good idea
to celebrate what makes the U.S.
great. But concluding that it is better than every other country is the
same type of thinking that has led
to some of our greatest mistakes
in history. In people, thinking that
you are better than others is called
narcissism. Self-righteousness can
lead to ideas of superiority and
extremism that are dangerous for
a country of this size and influence
in international relations. No other
nation thinks as highly of itself as
some in the U.S. think of the U.S.
So, of course the president loves
this country, the U.S. is not the
greatest country in the world, and
Rudy Giuliani can return to his
regularly-scheduled appearances
of pseudo-relevance on cable news.

News and headlines from around
campus and the Bay Area

the already hectic event this year.
In addition to the usual wild costumes and events that come along
with the event, Bay to Breakers is
encouraging participants to set
the record for “Most Records Set
During a Road Race.” Thematically
called “Bay to Breaking Records”
by Zappos.com, the online shoe
and apparel shop that is the title
sponsor of the race this time, the
race is expecting around 50,000
participants. Zappos is hoping
that the cooperation of all the
participants will help the event
set over 40 records in one day.
Event organizers are encouraging
participants to submit their ideas
for possible records to break. This
year, the event will take place on
May 17.
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news

editorial

by Charlie Guese
Editor-in-Chief
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Incident: Single Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Vehicle damage adjacent to Aquinas Hall-no injuries;
referred to Dean of Students
Office
2/14/2015
11:05 p.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Unauthorized students
in pool area of Alioto Recreation
Center; referred to Athletics
2/15/2015
6:05 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Low battery-no fire,
smoke or scorching in Warehouse;
referred to Facilities Services

6:22 a.m.
2/15/2015
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Low battery in Warehouse-work order submitted to
Facilities Services (no fire, smoke,
or scorching)
2/18/2015
1:30 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Upset student in Oliver
Hall; referred to Dean of Students
and CAPS
2/18/2015
2:18 p.m.
Incident: Minor Traffic Collision
Synopsis: Minor damage to vehicle-parties exchanged information; suspended

their expectations for the event.
After establishing the rules of the
session, student leaders Emily
Klingenberger and Rachel Hartley
presented an informational slide
show. The presentation began
with a viewing of a Ted Talk by
Jamil Jivani. The focus of the talk
was the harms of racial profiling.
Jivani said the purpose of his talk
was to encourage people to “question [their] biases and preconceptions.”
Following the Ted Talk, Hartley explained the definition of
police brutality as “excessive use
of force” and went over some of
the common myths concerning
police brutality along with a few
facts about law enforcement.
Klingenberger discussed the

lack of a policy in regards to
data collection on police activity,
including arrests, shootings, and
unwarranted stops. After some
of the basic information and issues concerning police brutality
were considered, another activity commenced. Klingenberger
and Hartley read from a list of
potential scenarios involving
police officers. Three signs were
posted around the room and
students had to decide which
category their feelings about
the situation fell under; Safe,
Not Safe or Unsure and walk
to the corresponding sign. One
theoretical situation asked the
students how they would feel if
they saw a police officer following behind them while driving

from Walnut Creek to Saint
Mary’s College.
After the activity, the students
broke into groups of three to
talk about the experience of
playing the game and how their
respective backgrounds affected
which category they chose to
place themselves in. The groups
of students also discussed their
attitudes and preconceived notions toward law enforcement.
The students reconvened after
this and had a less structured
discussion. Students shared
their own experiences of dealing with police officers and
the various times that they felt
discriminated against based on
color or race.
The Invest Session provided

a safe platform for students to
voice their concerns over the
recent national debate on police brutality. A follow up event,
Black Lives Matter, will take
place on March 10. A member
of the Black Lives Matter movement will be speaking at the
event.

Rheem Valley Cleaners
568 Center St. Moraga
(925)247-5499
Pick one:
We beat competitors
discounts by 10%
Enjoy 50% off comforters
when you spend $50 or
enjoy $5 off $20

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Drake’s newest album hits all the right notes upon its release
2015 could turn into quite the
year for the veteran Canadian
rapper Drake. With the surprise
release of his album/mixtape
“If You’re Reading This It’s Too
Late” and the highly anticipated
forthcoming album “Views from
the 6,” Drake is positioned to
consolidate his reign over mainstream rap.
Much like Beyoncé’s last album, Drake has already parlayed
a spontaneous album release
into otherworldly success. He
shattered Spotify’s record for
album streaming in a first week
(a record he already held) and is
expected to sell nearly 500,000
albums in just this same week. In
addition to the album’s unusual
release and unmatched early success, there’s also a noteworthy
backstory explaining its impetus.
Drake and his record label, Cash

Money Records, are not on good
terms at the moment. In order
to remove himself from his record label, Drake purportedly
created this behemoth album of
17 songs to fulfill a clause in his
contract requiring four albums.
Ostensibly, these tracks could
be considered the rejects of his
highly anticipated album “Views
from the 6.” Make no mistake,
though; this is not a jumbled agglomeration of mediocre songs.
Drake’s latest offering may just
be his best yet.
If you’re looking for sentimental Drake overflowing with
mawkish love songs, look elsewhere. Aside from a couple of
Drake’s quintessential, ultrapersonal raps, much of this project is a prolonged middle finger
directed at Drake’s enemies and
doubters. There’s the very scandalous zinger mocking the rapper Tyga in “6PM in New York,”
advising Tyga to act his age and

not his girl’s age. Drake reminds
us of his rapping dexterity by
going nonstop without a chorus.
In “Energy,” his tenacity emerges
as he details the futile attempts
of his enemies in derailing him.
Drake even jabs at his estranged
label throughout the album, actually dedicating a song (“Now
& Forever”) to their moribund
relationship.
Incessantly proclaiming
wealth is de rigueur for contemporary rappers, and no one does
it quite like Drizzy. It’s apparent
in the already released single “6
God” and the retrospective track
“Star67.” Even though Drake
can never really refrain from
boasting about his monetary
triumphs, his braggadocios side
is unveiled nicely within the flow
of this album. “6 God,” describing many of his Toronto based
exploits, doesn’t seem obviously
out of place. It’s the same deal
for “Star67.”

But, of course, no Drake album
is complete without introducing
some new fashionable jargon to
hip/hop culture. There’s little
doubt that the exclamation “runnin’ through the 6 with my woes!”
in the ballad “Know Yourself ”
will be memed. Even if several
of these tracks lack the lyrical
prowess seen from the Canadian
artist in many of his latest singles,
they excel in the coherence and
openness now synonymous with
Drake. Not many rappers can so
deftly dedicate a song to their
mother in such a painfully honest way like Drake does in “You &
The 6.” Over a light, quick beat,
Drake rhymes the bumpy familial
relationship between him and
his parents in a way only he can.
Even for Drake’s standards, the
level of genuineness in this track
can’t be overstated.
Drake leaves room for one of
his signature singing tracks near
the album’s end. The melodic

track “Jungle” can almost be
described as a lullaby. Sampling
a mesmerizing hook from Gabriel
Garzón Montano, Drake hypnotizes the listener with the combination of his and Montano’s
vocals. These last two tracks
(“Jungle” and “6PM in Toronto”) typify Drake the artist and
represent why this is his most
complete album. He repeatedly
plays to his strengths by adding
the necessary portions of his
rapping, vocal, and lyrical abilities. He can sooth the audience
with a lullaby and then suddenly
verbally lambaste fellow rapper
Tyga. Whether “If You’re Reading This It’s Too Late” is a mere
placeholder for greater works to
come or a symbolic sucker-punch
to a record label, Drake hits all
the right notes in his best offering thus far.
Grade: B+

Oakland Museum offers entertainment and food every Friday evening
by Evelyn Minaise
Assistant Culture Editor
Amid the complaining about
there being nothing to do in little
Moraga, there’s a weekly music and
food special just a BART ride away,
and you don’t need to wait for the
First Friday festivals in Downtown
Oakland for something similar that
another part of Oakland has to
offer. Every Friday evening from
5-9 p.m., the Oakland Museum of
California (OMCA) hosts an event
that everyone in the Bay Area joins
in on: Friday Nights @ OMCA. A
short walk from the Lake Merritt
BART station, the museum offers
half-price admission, a plethora
of Off the Grid food trucks, live
music, and a “masters and tasters”
drink series.
The museum is a great way to
learn about exclusively Californian
traditions. Currently, there are
four exhibitions about Bay Area
performers, how bees interact with
the environment, the international

influence of Bay Area artists, and
San Diego Comic-Con. Aside from
these exhibits, OMCA has three
galleries for California art, history,
and natural sciences. You can preview these galleries online at the
OMCA website before visiting it
in person.
After your visit to the museum
on a Friday night, stick around the
outdoor area for drinks, dancing,
and food. Just look on Twitter or
Facebook ahead of time to see if the
music theme is of interest to you.
Regardless, you are guaranteed
to have a good time with the community feel.
Off the Grid stations their trucks
along the street on the backside
of the museum, under a string of
lights that lead you through waft
after waft of delicious smells.
There are many different types of
food to choose from; just line up at
your favorite truck. You can have
anything from traditional chicken
and waffles to foods with fusions
of two different cultures. Save

room to indulge at the dessert food
truck, which was frozen custard
two weeks ago.
At the end of the food truck line,
you’ll find an amphitheater of people sitting, chatting, and enjoying
food and entertainment. A band
plays on the small stage depending on the week’s theme around 7
p.m., starting with a short dance
lesson followed by music for all to
dance to. Beginners and pros alike
are welcome to the bottom of the
amphitheater setup to dance with
friends. By the band, you’ll find a
circle of vendors selling alcohol
and coffee drinks. This “masters
and tasters” series from Whole
Foods gives you a taste of what is
being made locally.
Altogether, Friday Nights @
OMCA provides something fun
for everyone and is never boring
because of its alternating themes
and vendors. It is a great way to
learn about and support California
and the Bay Area while getting off
campus to get your night started.

Evelyn Minaise/COLLEGIAN

Movie review

Johnny Depp does not live up to renowned reputation in “Mortdecai”

by allie Steele
Staff Writer
Charlie Mortdecai must traverse the globe. He is juggling
some angry Russians, the British Mi5, his impossibly leggy
wife, an international terrorist,
debonair art dealer, and parttime rogue. He is armed only
with his good looks and special
charm in a race to recover a stolen painting rumored to contain
the code to a lost bank account
filled with Nazi gold. As in every movie of this kind, there is
always someone else after the
treasure.
“Mortdecai” is an adaptation
of “The Great Mortdecai Moustache Mystery” by Kyril Bonfiglioli. The cast includes Johnny
Depp as Charlie Mortdecai, and
Gwyneth Paltrow plays Johanna
Mordecai, his wife. The two are
a seemly great duo to make for
an equally great movie; however,

the movie wasn’t horrible nor
was it great. It is by no means an
Oscar-winning movie. I thought
that it would go above and beyond Johnny Depp’s recent
movie flop, “The Lone Ranger.”
While it certainly topped “The

Courtesy of nypost.com

Lone Rang er,” “Mortdecai”
wasn’t one of Depp’s best movies.
It didn’t live up to the rest
of Depp’s career. While he did
play the “oddball character,” it
wasn’t his usual self. Not just

him, but all the characters, made
ill-timed jokes. This isn’t to say
the movie didn’t have its moments of silliness and laughter.
It just didn’t have the laughing
the majority of the time that
everyone is used to in Johnny
Depp’s movies.
The scene that was the funniest, based on the audience’s
reaction, was when the main
characters pick up Mortdecai’s
car from the shop. It then turns
into a shootout between Charlie,
Jock, the butler/ bodyguard—or
manservant as Charlie calls him
—and the man who was sent to
stop Mortdecai from achieving
his mission. Instead of Depp’s
character shooting the “ bad
guy,” he shoots his manservant
because he has such a bad aim.
The scene then turns into a car
chase with Mordecai falling out
of the car and then his manservant falling out of the car. At one
point, they both fall out of the
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by Dean Boerner
Staff Writer
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car together. They do eventually catch the other person who
tried to stop Mortdecai from
completing his mission.
Another reason the movie
didn’t get the turn out or get
the revenue it was hoping for
was the fact that the movie was
rated R. That takes away a lot of
Johnny Depp’s fans. Let’s face it,
people will watch movies they
wouldn’t normally because he
is in them.
Even though the jokes weren’t
up to par, what saved them were
Gwyneth Paltrow and Johnny
Depp as the stars of the movie.
Even though, of course, they
were not the ones who wrote
the script, they were still able
to make the movie entertaining.
After the movie ended, audience
members still laughed and had a
smiles on their faces.
Grade: C+

Album review

Skizzy Mars impresses with new EP
by Max Molz
Contributing Writer
Hailing from Manhattan, Miles
Mills, known famously as Skizzy
Mars, has been on the rap radar
for about three years since the
release of his remix to Foster the
People’s “Houdini” back in 2011.
Mars’ dedication and passion for
his craft has not gone unnoticed
by the artist’s fan base. His fans
are mainly spirited millennials
who continue grow in number and
support his success as a musician.
Since his breakout with “Houdini,” Skizzy Mars has made a cluster
of notable releases with singles
such as “Pay For You,” “Lucy,” “All
I Could Do,” “Come Over,” and
“Quality Time,” as well as fulllength mixtapes, such as “Phases
and Pace.” With assistance from
fellow Indie rap superstars G-Eazy
on “Pay For You,” and Rockie Fresh
on “Quality Time,” Mars has the
respect of his peers and is poised
to solidify his place in the rap game
with his latest release, “The Red
Balloon Project. “
Fresh off the drop of “The Red
Balloon Project” on Feb. 3, the
seven track EP marks his first official release for sale. Filled with
steady beats, up-tempo samples,
and synthesized chords, Mars uses
his pen to shed light on his inner
thoughts and identity, revealing a
wide array of emotions that he experiences when dealing with both
internal and external conflicts.
The intro to the EP, “Like This,”
was officially released as a single
before the whole project debuted.
It is common for the intros of
albums to be considered disposables; however, Mars decided to
waste no time on this project and
produced a quality record. “Like

App review

A new safe space for students
still needs some improvement
by Jacob Turnrose
Staff Writer

This” opens listeners up to who
Mars is and to his thoughts toward
his own position in the rap world.
The beat initially gives a solemn
tone, but Mars changes the emotional aura as the song progresses.
He begins to reflect on his successes and confidently state just
how talented he is with straightforward lines like, “I’m the realest
out girl it’s simple.” Nonetheless,
he humbles himself with the chorus, stating that even though he
had the vision, he never thought
his success would be “like this.”
The next two tracks, “The City”
and “Be Lazy,” pick up the pace on
the project. Seemingly going handin-hand, the two tracks show Mars
explaining to his lover and his
peers about all the adventures life
has brought him and will continue
to bring him. He states, “Let’s do
something dangerous … let’s shake
it up.” However, Mars comes on
the next track to remind his girl
that he can also take it easy and
just “be lazy” at home. Continuing to play on the theme of young

assets.audiomack.com

romance, Mars uses the next two
tracks “Do You There” and “Down”
to further explore the subject. “Do
You There” has now become one of
the EP’s most popular songs.
The final two tracks, “Time”
and “To the Bottom,” offer perspectives from a now famous,
successful musician toward the
ones he loves. Mars tells them to
have patience and give him time,
and he’ll achieve his dreams. “To
the Bottom” ends the EP, giving us
listeners a similar feel to the intro
“Like This” by stating he’s “trying
to make it to the Promised Land.”
According to Billboard,
“The Red Balloon Project” debuted at No. 1 on the Independent
Albums chart, receiving the highest-ranking debut. The artist is on
the come-up, and if you are one of
those people who enjoys finding
artists before massive stardom, I
suggest you grab on tight because
Skizzy is about to take off.
Grade: A-

College campuses are becoming a hotbed for loneliness and
depression. In a 2013 survey of
over 100,000 students, half of college students feel overwhelming
anxiety, and a third experience
intense depression. Homework
overload, lack of sleep, and thousands of new faces all contribute
to the increasing rate of these
circumstances. 7 Cups of Tea is an
app that’s supposed to help deal
with these emotions. The premise
of 7 Cups of Tea is that it’s an all
free, 24/7, on demand, emotional
health service. However, I have
mixed feelings on the effectiveness of the app. It provides two
options for expressing emotions
and both have flaws.
The first is one-on-one support.
The user can instant message a
“Listener,” who has completed an
active listening course provided
by 7 Cups of Tea. These “listeners” are trained to create a space
where someone can anonymously
share their situation, not to solve
emotional problems. This method
is great in theory. When one on
one support works, it is a very
intimate, instant, safe, and nonthreatening opinion for those in
emotional turmoil. The problem
is that it doesn’t work all the
time. There is a long waiting time
to reach a “listener.” The whole
premise behind this method is
that it’s quick. If someone needs to
pour their feelings out to someone
right then and there, they can, unless they are unable to connect to a
listener. The app needs to recruit
more people to sign up as listeners to reduce the wait time. With

a little more dependability, the
one-on-one option could reach its
full potential, but it’s not there yet.
The other option the app uses
is a public forum. There are several separate forums available
that span from specific topics
like sexual insecurity, to broader
topics such as depression support. This is a second great option, but again, perhaps not in
real-world practice. A forum
where one can spout off feelings
and suddenly realize that their
feelings are shared by dozens of
other people sounds great, but
unfortunately, these forums are
extremely under-utilized. There
may be a few people that go into
detail about their personal issues,
but they can get lost in spam. The
app is formatted so that these few
deep messages are hidden in a sea
of comments like “Is anyone up?”
or “I’m so angry ATM.” Also, when
people try to respond to the more
pressing comments, they too get
lost in the spam and a possible
conversation ends. The whole
point of this option is so people
can connect to what other people
are going through, but the lack of
filtering prevents this from happening. The forums need to be
reconfigured so that it is easier for
a user to track conversations and
post comments because right now
it just looks like a jumbled mess.
Overall, this app is great idea,
but it was implemented poorly.
The app seems hastily put together without sufficient thought
on the technical aspect. If the 7
Cups of Tea programmers would
work to fix the technical and format issues that this app is plagued
with, then it might be worth a
download.
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Drake’s newest album hits all the right notes upon its release
2015 could turn into quite the
year for the veteran Canadian
rapper Drake. With the surprise
release of his album/mixtape
“If You’re Reading This It’s Too
Late” and the highly anticipated
forthcoming album “Views from
the 6,” Drake is positioned to
consolidate his reign over mainstream rap.
Much like Beyoncé’s last album, Drake has already parlayed
a spontaneous album release
into otherworldly success. He
shattered Spotify’s record for
album streaming in a first week
(a record he already held) and is
expected to sell nearly 500,000
albums in just this same week. In
addition to the album’s unusual
release and unmatched early success, there’s also a noteworthy
backstory explaining its impetus.
Drake and his record label, Cash

Money Records, are not on good
terms at the moment. In order
to remove himself from his record label, Drake purportedly
created this behemoth album of
17 songs to fulfill a clause in his
contract requiring four albums.
Ostensibly, these tracks could
be considered the rejects of his
highly anticipated album “Views
from the 6.” Make no mistake,
though; this is not a jumbled agglomeration of mediocre songs.
Drake’s latest offering may just
be his best yet.
If you’re looking for sentimental Drake overflowing with
mawkish love songs, look elsewhere. Aside from a couple of
Drake’s quintessential, ultrapersonal raps, much of this project is a prolonged middle finger
directed at Drake’s enemies and
doubters. There’s the very scandalous zinger mocking the rapper Tyga in “6PM in New York,”
advising Tyga to act his age and

not his girl’s age. Drake reminds
us of his rapping dexterity by
going nonstop without a chorus.
In “Energy,” his tenacity emerges
as he details the futile attempts
of his enemies in derailing him.
Drake even jabs at his estranged
label throughout the album, actually dedicating a song (“Now
& Forever”) to their moribund
relationship.
Incessantly proclaiming
wealth is de rigueur for contemporary rappers, and no one does
it quite like Drizzy. It’s apparent
in the already released single “6
God” and the retrospective track
“Star67.” Even though Drake
can never really refrain from
boasting about his monetary
triumphs, his braggadocios side
is unveiled nicely within the flow
of this album. “6 God,” describing many of his Toronto based
exploits, doesn’t seem obviously
out of place. It’s the same deal
for “Star67.”

But, of course, no Drake album
is complete without introducing
some new fashionable jargon to
hip/hop culture. There’s little
doubt that the exclamation “runnin’ through the 6 with my woes!”
in the ballad “Know Yourself ”
will be memed. Even if several
of these tracks lack the lyrical
prowess seen from the Canadian
artist in many of his latest singles,
they excel in the coherence and
openness now synonymous with
Drake. Not many rappers can so
deftly dedicate a song to their
mother in such a painfully honest way like Drake does in “You &
The 6.” Over a light, quick beat,
Drake rhymes the bumpy familial
relationship between him and
his parents in a way only he can.
Even for Drake’s standards, the
level of genuineness in this track
can’t be overstated.
Drake leaves room for one of
his signature singing tracks near
the album’s end. The melodic

track “Jungle” can almost be
described as a lullaby. Sampling
a mesmerizing hook from Gabriel
Garzón Montano, Drake hypnotizes the listener with the combination of his and Montano’s
vocals. These last two tracks
(“Jungle” and “6PM in Toronto”) typify Drake the artist and
represent why this is his most
complete album. He repeatedly
plays to his strengths by adding
the necessary portions of his
rapping, vocal, and lyrical abilities. He can sooth the audience
with a lullaby and then suddenly
verbally lambaste fellow rapper
Tyga. Whether “If You’re Reading This It’s Too Late” is a mere
placeholder for greater works to
come or a symbolic sucker-punch
to a record label, Drake hits all
the right notes in his best offering thus far.
Grade: B+

Oakland Museum offers entertainment and food every Friday evening
by Evelyn Minaise
Assistant Culture Editor
Amid the complaining about
there being nothing to do in little
Moraga, there’s a weekly music and
food special just a BART ride away,
and you don’t need to wait for the
First Friday festivals in Downtown
Oakland for something similar that
another part of Oakland has to
offer. Every Friday evening from
5-9 p.m., the Oakland Museum of
California (OMCA) hosts an event
that everyone in the Bay Area joins
in on: Friday Nights @ OMCA. A
short walk from the Lake Merritt
BART station, the museum offers
half-price admission, a plethora
of Off the Grid food trucks, live
music, and a “masters and tasters”
drink series.
The museum is a great way to
learn about exclusively Californian
traditions. Currently, there are
four exhibitions about Bay Area
performers, how bees interact with
the environment, the international

influence of Bay Area artists, and
San Diego Comic-Con. Aside from
these exhibits, OMCA has three
galleries for California art, history,
and natural sciences. You can preview these galleries online at the
OMCA website before visiting it
in person.
After your visit to the museum
on a Friday night, stick around the
outdoor area for drinks, dancing,
and food. Just look on Twitter or
Facebook ahead of time to see if the
music theme is of interest to you.
Regardless, you are guaranteed
to have a good time with the community feel.
Off the Grid stations their trucks
along the street on the backside
of the museum, under a string of
lights that lead you through waft
after waft of delicious smells.
There are many different types of
food to choose from; just line up at
your favorite truck. You can have
anything from traditional chicken
and waffles to foods with fusions
of two different cultures. Save

room to indulge at the dessert food
truck, which was frozen custard
two weeks ago.
At the end of the food truck line,
you’ll find an amphitheater of people sitting, chatting, and enjoying
food and entertainment. A band
plays on the small stage depending on the week’s theme around 7
p.m., starting with a short dance
lesson followed by music for all to
dance to. Beginners and pros alike
are welcome to the bottom of the
amphitheater setup to dance with
friends. By the band, you’ll find a
circle of vendors selling alcohol
and coffee drinks. This “masters
and tasters” series from Whole
Foods gives you a taste of what is
being made locally.
Altogether, Friday Nights @
OMCA provides something fun
for everyone and is never boring
because of its alternating themes
and vendors. It is a great way to
learn about and support California
and the Bay Area while getting off
campus to get your night started.
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Movie review

Johnny Depp does not live up to renowned reputation in “Mortdecai”

by allie Steele
Staff Writer
Charlie Mortdecai must traverse the globe. He is juggling
some angry Russians, the British Mi5, his impossibly leggy
wife, an international terrorist,
debonair art dealer, and parttime rogue. He is armed only
with his good looks and special
charm in a race to recover a stolen painting rumored to contain
the code to a lost bank account
filled with Nazi gold. As in every movie of this kind, there is
always someone else after the
treasure.
“Mortdecai” is an adaptation
of “The Great Mortdecai Moustache Mystery” by Kyril Bonfiglioli. The cast includes Johnny
Depp as Charlie Mortdecai, and
Gwyneth Paltrow plays Johanna
Mordecai, his wife. The two are
a seemly great duo to make for
an equally great movie; however,

the movie wasn’t horrible nor
was it great. It is by no means an
Oscar-winning movie. I thought
that it would go above and beyond Johnny Depp’s recent
movie flop, “The Lone Ranger.”
While it certainly topped “The

Courtesy of nypost.com

Lone Rang er,” “Mortdecai”
wasn’t one of Depp’s best movies.
It didn’t live up to the rest
of Depp’s career. While he did
play the “oddball character,” it
wasn’t his usual self. Not just

him, but all the characters, made
ill-timed jokes. This isn’t to say
the movie didn’t have its moments of silliness and laughter.
It just didn’t have the laughing
the majority of the time that
everyone is used to in Johnny
Depp’s movies.
The scene that was the funniest, based on the audience’s
reaction, was when the main
characters pick up Mortdecai’s
car from the shop. It then turns
into a shootout between Charlie,
Jock, the butler/ bodyguard—or
manservant as Charlie calls him
—and the man who was sent to
stop Mortdecai from achieving
his mission. Instead of Depp’s
character shooting the “ bad
guy,” he shoots his manservant
because he has such a bad aim.
The scene then turns into a car
chase with Mordecai falling out
of the car and then his manservant falling out of the car. At one
point, they both fall out of the
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by Dean Boerner
Staff Writer
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car together. They do eventually catch the other person who
tried to stop Mortdecai from
completing his mission.
Another reason the movie
didn’t get the turn out or get
the revenue it was hoping for
was the fact that the movie was
rated R. That takes away a lot of
Johnny Depp’s fans. Let’s face it,
people will watch movies they
wouldn’t normally because he
is in them.
Even though the jokes weren’t
up to par, what saved them were
Gwyneth Paltrow and Johnny
Depp as the stars of the movie.
Even though, of course, they
were not the ones who wrote
the script, they were still able
to make the movie entertaining.
After the movie ended, audience
members still laughed and had a
smiles on their faces.
Grade: C+

Album review

Skizzy Mars impresses with new EP
by Max Molz
Contributing Writer
Hailing from Manhattan, Miles
Mills, known famously as Skizzy
Mars, has been on the rap radar
for about three years since the
release of his remix to Foster the
People’s “Houdini” back in 2011.
Mars’ dedication and passion for
his craft has not gone unnoticed
by the artist’s fan base. His fans
are mainly spirited millennials
who continue grow in number and
support his success as a musician.
Since his breakout with “Houdini,” Skizzy Mars has made a cluster
of notable releases with singles
such as “Pay For You,” “Lucy,” “All
I Could Do,” “Come Over,” and
“Quality Time,” as well as fulllength mixtapes, such as “Phases
and Pace.” With assistance from
fellow Indie rap superstars G-Eazy
on “Pay For You,” and Rockie Fresh
on “Quality Time,” Mars has the
respect of his peers and is poised
to solidify his place in the rap game
with his latest release, “The Red
Balloon Project. “
Fresh off the drop of “The Red
Balloon Project” on Feb. 3, the
seven track EP marks his first official release for sale. Filled with
steady beats, up-tempo samples,
and synthesized chords, Mars uses
his pen to shed light on his inner
thoughts and identity, revealing a
wide array of emotions that he experiences when dealing with both
internal and external conflicts.
The intro to the EP, “Like This,”
was officially released as a single
before the whole project debuted.
It is common for the intros of
albums to be considered disposables; however, Mars decided to
waste no time on this project and
produced a quality record. “Like

App review

A new safe space for students
still needs some improvement
by Jacob Turnrose
Staff Writer

This” opens listeners up to who
Mars is and to his thoughts toward
his own position in the rap world.
The beat initially gives a solemn
tone, but Mars changes the emotional aura as the song progresses.
He begins to reflect on his successes and confidently state just
how talented he is with straightforward lines like, “I’m the realest
out girl it’s simple.” Nonetheless,
he humbles himself with the chorus, stating that even though he
had the vision, he never thought
his success would be “like this.”
The next two tracks, “The City”
and “Be Lazy,” pick up the pace on
the project. Seemingly going handin-hand, the two tracks show Mars
explaining to his lover and his
peers about all the adventures life
has brought him and will continue
to bring him. He states, “Let’s do
something dangerous … let’s shake
it up.” However, Mars comes on
the next track to remind his girl
that he can also take it easy and
just “be lazy” at home. Continuing to play on the theme of young

assets.audiomack.com

romance, Mars uses the next two
tracks “Do You There” and “Down”
to further explore the subject. “Do
You There” has now become one of
the EP’s most popular songs.
The final two tracks, “Time”
and “To the Bottom,” offer perspectives from a now famous,
successful musician toward the
ones he loves. Mars tells them to
have patience and give him time,
and he’ll achieve his dreams. “To
the Bottom” ends the EP, giving us
listeners a similar feel to the intro
“Like This” by stating he’s “trying
to make it to the Promised Land.”
According to Billboard,
“The Red Balloon Project” debuted at No. 1 on the Independent
Albums chart, receiving the highest-ranking debut. The artist is on
the come-up, and if you are one of
those people who enjoys finding
artists before massive stardom, I
suggest you grab on tight because
Skizzy is about to take off.
Grade: A-

College campuses are becoming a hotbed for loneliness and
depression. In a 2013 survey of
over 100,000 students, half of college students feel overwhelming
anxiety, and a third experience
intense depression. Homework
overload, lack of sleep, and thousands of new faces all contribute
to the increasing rate of these
circumstances. 7 Cups of Tea is an
app that’s supposed to help deal
with these emotions. The premise
of 7 Cups of Tea is that it’s an all
free, 24/7, on demand, emotional
health service. However, I have
mixed feelings on the effectiveness of the app. It provides two
options for expressing emotions
and both have flaws.
The first is one-on-one support.
The user can instant message a
“Listener,” who has completed an
active listening course provided
by 7 Cups of Tea. These “listeners” are trained to create a space
where someone can anonymously
share their situation, not to solve
emotional problems. This method
is great in theory. When one on
one support works, it is a very
intimate, instant, safe, and nonthreatening opinion for those in
emotional turmoil. The problem
is that it doesn’t work all the
time. There is a long waiting time
to reach a “listener.” The whole
premise behind this method is
that it’s quick. If someone needs to
pour their feelings out to someone
right then and there, they can, unless they are unable to connect to a
listener. The app needs to recruit
more people to sign up as listeners to reduce the wait time. With

a little more dependability, the
one-on-one option could reach its
full potential, but it’s not there yet.
The other option the app uses
is a public forum. There are several separate forums available
that span from specific topics
like sexual insecurity, to broader
topics such as depression support. This is a second great option, but again, perhaps not in
real-world practice. A forum
where one can spout off feelings
and suddenly realize that their
feelings are shared by dozens of
other people sounds great, but
unfortunately, these forums are
extremely under-utilized. There
may be a few people that go into
detail about their personal issues,
but they can get lost in spam. The
app is formatted so that these few
deep messages are hidden in a sea
of comments like “Is anyone up?”
or “I’m so angry ATM.” Also, when
people try to respond to the more
pressing comments, they too get
lost in the spam and a possible
conversation ends. The whole
point of this option is so people
can connect to what other people
are going through, but the lack of
filtering prevents this from happening. The forums need to be
reconfigured so that it is easier for
a user to track conversations and
post comments because right now
it just looks like a jumbled mess.
Overall, this app is great idea,
but it was implemented poorly.
The app seems hastily put together without sufficient thought
on the technical aspect. If the 7
Cups of Tea programmers would
work to fix the technical and format issues that this app is plagued
with, then it might be worth a
download.
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opinion
Jews seek
refuge in
Israel
by Cody PEterson
Contributing writer

G

iven the recent anti-Semitic
violence in Europe, Israel has
announced its readiness to allow
massive amounts of European Jewish refugees into Israel. Multiple
questions have arisen: Is this good
news? What does this mean for Europe? And, maybe deceptively the
most important of all, what does this
mean for the conflict between Israel
and Palestine?
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict in
the Middle East might seem fresh to
many, but it has raged for over half
a century. Beginning with Israel’s
founding in 1948 as a safe haven
for Holocaust survivors and other
Jews seeking refuge after the Second
World War, we have come to see it
expand from a fraction of the once
Palestinian territory into what we
now consider the state of Israel.
However, the Palestinian people
have resided in that region for centuries. Even though the modern day
areas recognized as Palestinian only
include Gaza and the West Bank,
the rest of the region is recognized
as the state of Israel (due to political
agreements in which Palestine was
not a considered party). While the
official borders can be easily identified on a map, Israel’s occupation of
Palestine is not so clearly seen. Many
have felt torn regarding this issue
and the question of whether the U.S.
should support Israel or Palestine in
this conflict.
A simple Google search of the
phrase “Israel expansion” will grant
the searcher massive amounts of
information about the topic in the
form of images, maps, and links
galore. While both polarized sides
of the conflict consider the other
to be a blight on the landscape, the
reasonable solution might be to consider defining fair and strict borders
between Israel and Palestine. Such
a compromise, however impossible
as it might seem, is the only way
to resolve this conflict without the
eradication of one side or another.
Israel is, quite unjustly and by the
very definition of the word, conquering the Palestinian Territories; this
much is clear.
Why, then, are Jews in Europe
being targeted while living rather
removed from the source of this
conquest? The actions of a group
of people do not extend by relation
to others of any particular race,
religion, or any other characteristic.
While the protesting of Israel’s occupation of Palestine and protesting against the onslaught of Israeli
forces should and must be massive,
the recent violence against Jews
in Europe is unwarranted, as most
of them have very little to do with
Israel’s political and military actions.
So, the initial questions remain.
If a massive amount of Jews leave
Europe setting course for Israel,
they should be a bit safer individually, but more people moving into
Israel might manifest a false need
for further expansion. Thus, this
news is a mixed bag; the good news is
that Jews are welcome to immigrate
to Israel and live in relatively safer
conditions, but the bad news is that
this will probably bring an increased
wave of conflict to the Palestinian
region.

Failing to vaccinate will allow deadly diseases like polio and measles to return at large

T

here are more than just a few
good reasons for why you
should choose to vaccinate your
child. When it comes down to it,
the harm related to natural infection by far outweigh the risks
of vaccination itself. Over the
years, scientists have come so
far in their research to produce
effective and safe vaccines, and
these successful advancements
should not be part of any debate.
Immunizations can save your
child’s life, so why not trust in
the science behind it — especially when you could put your
child at risk?
Many are against the act of
vaccinating your child because
of the side effects that can result. However, serious side effects, such as allergic reactions,
are extremely rare. Others believe that vaccinations can produce autism, and this idea has
always been very controversial.
Studies have been done to investigate all different kinds of
vaccinations such as measles,
mumps, and rubella. Scientists,
doctors, and other researchers
have done extensive research

over the last decade by closely
examining both children who
received these vaccines and
those who didn’t. Studies have
also been done on thimerosal,
a mercury-based preservative
that has been used in vaccines

Anyone who is not
immune to measles
has a ninety percent
chance of developing
that virus while there
is a ninety-seven
percent efficiency rate
when it comes to the
measles vaccine.
to prevent contamination with
germs. The results were that
there was no relation to autism whatsoever. While it is
understandable that a parent
may be still concerned about
this controversial link made
between this neurodevelopmental disorder and immunization,
science has not shown any evidence that the two are actually
related. However, science has
proven that safe and effective

vaccines prevent, and are close
to completely eliminating, diseases that once injured or killed
thousands of children.
Dr. Ethan Leonard, chief medical examiner at the University
Hospitals Rainbow Babies and
Children’s Hospital, argues
many parents forget the consequences that can occur when
not choosing to vaccinate your
child. This forgetfulness comes
from the many years now that
worries have been basically
nonexistent, thanks to vaccines.
These consequences can include
measles, smallpox, and polio. It
is proven that infants and young
children are more susceptible to
developing these severe diseases
than other efficiently grown
and healthy children. However,
anyone who is not immune to
measles has a 90 percent chance
of developing that virus, while
there is a 97 percent efficiency
rate when it comes to the measles vaccine. Polio, a disease that
was once extremely prevalent
in the United States, has now
been successfully eliminated
completely because of the vaccine. If everyone continues to
vaccinate, then maybe soon
diseases that are around today

won’t be in the future.
Recently, Canadian mother
Jennifer Hibben-White waited
with her 15-day-old baby for a
routine check-up at a hospital
in Ontario. She became furious
in finding out, once they left the
hospital, that her newborn had
been exposed to measles. While
she waited in furious anticipation for the possible symptoms
to arise, the mother turned to
Facebook and wrote a long post
which included, “I don’t know if
my baby will develop something
that has death as a potential
outcome.” She then continued
to urge other parents to vaccinate their children as soon as
they could.
Dr. Leonard said, “We might
view an adult who chooses not to
wear a seat belt as making a foolish decision, but our response is
more visceral if that adult places
their child at risk by not placing
them in a seat belt.” Just because adults don’t always make
the right decisions doesn’t mean
that we should one day put our
children at risk by choosing not
to be safe. A bad decision now
will affect future generations
by putting children at risk, and
will put our children in danger.

“50 Shades of Grey” promotes unhealthy relationships
Portrayal of BDSM as abuse is inaccurate and damaging to our culture’s view of sex
by LAuren Young
Contributing Writer

T

he erotic romance between
Christian Grey and Anastasia Steele is captivating American society for all of the wrong
reasons. The “Fifty Shades of
Grey” trilogy allows readers a
glimpse into the world of BDSM:
bondage and discipline, dominance and submission, sadism
and masochism.
The fault in the trilogy, aside
from the terribly written prose
and mediocre plot, is the way
the author falsely equates BDSM
with unhealthy emotional abuse.
There are methods of practicing
BDSM without causing emotional pain to either partner.
The fact that we as a society are
allowing a novel so deeply rooted in abuse to be perceived as
“sexy” shocks and disturbs me.
The first novel of the trilogy
revolves around Anastasia’s conflicting love for Christian Grey
and distaste for BDSM. The
couple is not sexually compatible: Christian is aroused by inflicting pain on his partner while

Christian takes
advantage of the fact
that Anastasia is
afraid to lose him.
Anastasia is left in tears when
she allows him to do this to her.
Sex that ends in one or both
partners feeling emotionally distressed is obviously unhealthy. Anastasia only submits
to Christian because she fears
if she doesn’t, he will leave her.
She should have communicated
her concerns with him. If their

Actors Dakota Johnson and Jamie Dornan portray Anastasia and Christian in the controversial film. (Courtesy of Us Weekly)

relationship is as deep as the
reader is led to believe, the
couple should have been able to
find a solution.
Anastasia’s internal dialogue
bears an utterly disturbing resemblance to the thoughts one
might expect of a rape victim.
I am not asserting that Christian is necessarily a rapist, but
rather, Anastasia is as emotionally distraught as if she had been
raped.
At one point in the novel,
Anastasia says, “And he hits me
again and again. From somewhere deep inside, I want to
beg him to stop. But I don’t. I
don’t want to give him the satisfaction.” She doesn’t explicitly
consent to the violent sex which
Christian forces upon her.
Neither Anastasia nor Chris-

tian are behaving in a healthy
way. Anastasia forces herself to
endure the physical and emotional pain because she is afraid
of losing Christian. Christian
takes advantage of the fact that
Anastasia is afraid to lose him.
If he cares about her as much as
he claims, he should be able to
put her health before his sexual
desires.
BDSM in and of itself is certainly not abuse. However, both
partners should be excited about
the experience. Anastasia begins to dread being intimate
with Christian. She is clearly not
excited about any aspect of the
experience.
I find it incredibly disconcerting that millions of readers find
the idea of forcing violent sex on
an unwilling partner to be “pro-
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We’re not in the 1800s, please vaccinate your child
by Gabby Vanacore
Staff Writer
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vocative” or “sexy.” Abuse is neither of these things. It doesn’t
matter what the circumstances
are. If we allow abuse to be sexy
we are ultimately failing the
millions of men and women who
are raped and abused every year.
The “Fifty Shades of Grey”
trilogy has recently become a
part of popular culture. It is
influencing the way our society
views sexuality. We must recognize that although it is a work of
fiction, it is contributing to reality as well. It has the ability to
change sexual norms. Instead of
allowing “Fifty Shades of Grey”
to be a negative influence, we
should use it to open the door
to a national discussion about
BDSM, abuse, and how to prevent the first from leading to
the latter.
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Tennis comes up short against No. 4 UCLA, No. 11 USC Sports
By Dimitri Quaglierini
Assistant Sports Editor
Although the Gaels lost 6-1 to
No. 4 ranked UCLA Bruins, they
played with tenacity throughout
each match. No. 2 ranked Catherine Harrison and Kyle McPhillips beat the Gaels duo of Jana
McCord and Parminder Kaur by
a score of 8-6. During the singles
match, UCLA amped its lead to
2-0 in the series as Kaitlin Ray of
UCLA outlasted Jamie Pawid of
Saint Mary’s 6-1, 3-6, and 6-2. It
was a hard fought match on the

Gaels part, as they showed they
are able to play at such a high level
against a top ranked opponent.
Catherine Leduc, Danielle Flores,
and Emma Critser all put up a fight
against UCLA, but were edged
out in the final set. Although they
lost to UCLA, the Gaels showed
a lot of tenacity and that they are
fully capable of playing with the
top ranked West Coast teams. After
falling to UCLA at home, the Gaels
were up against another Southern
California powerhouse as the
11th ranked USC Trojans visited
Moraga. Saint Mary’s got off to a

tremendous start as they came
back against the No. 15 ranked
Giuliana Olmos and Zoe Scandalis.
Jana McCord and Parminder Kaur
once again provided their prowess
as they evened the score, winning
8-2. Similar to their match against
UCLA, the Gaels played with heart
and perserverance. Although the
Gaels had the upper hand in the
doubles matches, USC had the
upper hand in singles. Catherine
Leduc gave it her all as she battled
No. 72 ranked Gabby Smith of
USC to three sets, but in the end
came up just short. Although Saint

Mary’s lost to both of these top
Southern California tennis programs, it will provide the team with
valuable memories and experience
as they host Sacramento State
next Sunday. This experience will
be crucial as the Gaels look to get
back to cranking out victories next
weekend. After winning three of
their past four matches, this two
game losing streak is a new sensation for Saint Mary’s. Meanwhile,
Sacramento State will come into
Moraga having won three of their
past four series, as they host Long
Beach State on Friday.

Men’s basketball handily defeats Portland, falls to Gonzaga
By Dimitri Quaglierini
Assistant Sports Editor
In a memorable night at McKeon
Pavillion honoring former star
Patty Mills and the seniors on the
team, the Gaels put the Bulldogs
on serious upset alert. For much
of the game up until the final two
minutes, Saint Mary’s led by a wide
margin. At one point that lead was
a convincing 17 point tally, but
once the No. 3 ranked Bulldogs
came out from the locker room to
begin the second half they were a
changed team. In the first half, the
Zags found themselves in a rare
deficit despite having both a West
Coast Conference regular season
crown and a No. 1 seed in the NCAA
tournament on the line. At the
start of the game, the Gaels came
out firing from all over the floor.
They shot a blistering 53.6 percent
from the field in addition to 7 three
pointers. Calvin Hermanson, Emmett Naar, and Desmond Simmons
all got in on the action from long
range as the Gaels possessed an 11
point lead going into the half. The
momentum was in their favor, but
once the second half came around,
Gonzaga proved why they are the
third ranked team in the country.
According to Gonzaga’s head coach
Mark Few, “There was nobody in
there at halftime pointing fingers
at anybody or panicking. They
were eager to kind of get lectured,
for lack of a better term. They
certainly needed it.” Although
Gonzaga showed a bit of anxiousness in the beginning of the game,
they settled down in the second
half under the guidance of their
head coach and senior point guard
Kevin Pangos. The veteran point
guard provided the spark for the
Bulldogs, providing 14 points to
go along with seven assists. In addition, junior transfer Kyle Wiltjer
led the way for Gonzaga with 16
points and 12 rebounds. Although
he did not have as convincing of
a game like he did against Pacific
where he scored 45 points, his
leadership and collectiveness
helped the Bulldogs to ultimately
secure the victory over a feisty
Gaels team. Down by 11 at the half,
the Zags came out firing shots and
quickly made up for their lack of
effort in the first half. After going
back and forth for a good portion
of the second half, Wiltjer nailed a
three in the corner to cut the Gaels
lead to 55-49. From there, the Bulldogs continued to roll. Minutes
later, guard Gary Bell Jr. hit a three
from the top of the key to cut the
deficit to one point. The Bulldogs
first lead of the game came on the
very next play as freshman center

this week
Men’s Basketball

Thursday @ San
Francisco, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday @ Santa Clara,
5:00 p.m.

The Gaels overcame Portland
with a strong all around
game from senior Brad
Waldow. The Gaels looked to
carry their momentum into
Saturday’s crucial matchup
against Gonzaga, but their
efforts came up short against
the No. 3 ranked Bulldogs.
Women’s Basketball

Seniors were honored before Saturday’s game against No. 3 Gonzaga. (Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)

Przemek Karnowski scored on a
layup, assistd by Kevin Pangos.
Mckeon Pavillion was rowdy
from the get-go of this game and
this was the first time the crowd
was silent. Bright then connected
on a three point shot from the
perimeter to take a 58-56 lead for
Saint Mary’s. From here, Gonzaga
finished the game on a 12-4 run
largely in part to Kentucky transfer Kyle Wiltjer. Wiltjer never gave
up, despite his poor performance
in the first half and that is what
makes this Bulldogs team one to
be feared come tournament time.
Wiltjer and Karnowski teamed up
to make some critical shots and
free throws down the stretch to
ultimately secure the victory as
Gonzaga survived the upset bid
from Saint Mary’s.
Meanwhile, Brad Waldow had a
dominating post presence on the
inside, scoring 19 points and grabbing 11 rebounds. For the entire
first half, he played a solid overall
game against the three bigs from
Gonzaga. The luxury of having
Karnowski, Wiltjer, and Domantas Sabonis to all gaurd Waldow
appeared to tire out the senior
center. Aaron Bright also helped
guide the Gaels to a potential upset
scoring 17 points. His backcourt
partner, Kerry Carter, was a major
disappointment that evening. The
senior point guard scored only 3
points the entire game as he was
in foul trouble early from the start.
According to Saint Mary’s head
coach Randy Bennett, “We were
up nine with six minutes to go. We
didn’t do our jobs defensively. And,
our shot selection wasn’t very good
down the stretch. We just took too
many tough shots instead of settling for a better one. The biggest

thing was defensively. We gave
up a three to Wiltjer on an out of
bounds play, gave up a three to
Gary Bell Jr. Those were big. Easy
covers and we didn’t cover them
right.” Although this was a crushing defeat for the Gaels, this game
showed that they are able to hang
with the best of the best. Gonzaga
currently sits at No. 3 in the Associated Press Poll, so to have had
a lead for more than 35 minutes
of the game is outstanding. This
will certainly be a tough loss to
swallow for the Gaels, but they
now must look forward to the final
two games of the regular season
and the West Coast Conference
tournament. In the WCC tournament, they will most likely face

off against Gonzaga in what will
be a much anticipated ballgame
on a neutral site. The Gaels had a
chance to win this game and they
just didn’t close it out. They must
limit their turnovers in the WCC
tournmanet if they hope to beat
Gonzaga then and reach the NCAA
tournament. According to forward
Kyle Wiltjer of Gonzaga, “That was
winning time. We had to play out of
desperation.We huddled as a group
and said we played a bad game, but
let’s finish out these two minutes

special.” That was a turning point
in the game for the Bulldogs.
Gonzaga is a team to be feared
come tournmant time, but Saint
Mary’s proved that they are not
unstoppable.

Thursday vs. San
Francisco, 6:00 p.m.
Saturday vs. Santa
Clara, 1:00 p.m.
Although the Gaels were outlasted
by Gonzaga on the road, they
put up a fight in their attempts
to defeat them. They rebounded
against Portland, bringing their
record to 12-4.
Women’s Tennis

Sunday vs. Sacramento
State, 1:00 p.m.

Jamie Pawid and Kareena Manji
of Saint Mary’s gave No. 4 ranked
UCLA Bruins all they could
handle. Although the Gaels were
defeated by both UCLA and USC,
they will attempt to rebound
against Sacramento State.
Men’s Rugby
Saturday vs. BYU, 1:00 p.m.

Saint Mary’s overpowed San Diego
State (78-5) as they got off to a hot
start from the beginning. Dylan
Audsley led the way for the Gaels
and will look to provide the spark
next week against rival BYU.
Men’s Tennis
Saturday @ Indiana 10:00 a.m.
Softball
Friday vs. Oregon State,
9:00 a.m. Friday vs.
Rutgers, 2:00 p.m.
Sunday @ UC Santa
Barbara, 11:30 a.m.
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sports
Arter, Nicholson lead the way for the Gaels
Saint Mary’s
moves to 12-4
after a hard
fought victory
against the Pilots,
fall to Bulldogs

By Daniel Conmy
sports Editor
Saint Mary ’s continues to
have a strong season within
the WCC, but they still cannot
seem to match the beasts of the
WCC, Gonzaga. On Thursday,
Saint Mary’s traveled to Spokane to take on the Bulldogs, but
fell short despite putting in an
amazing effort.
Gonzaga was able to start off
on a 14-4 run to pull out the early
lead. Despite efforts from the
Gaels keeping the game close,
stellar shooting beyond the arc
for the Bulldogs proved to be
overbearing. Gonzaga was 10-of18 beyond the three-point line
and made 22-of-23 free throws.
Similar to when Gonzaga faced
off in Moraga, Saint Mary ’s
could not consistently defend
the three point shot, which was
their ultimate downfall. Right
before the half, the Gaels went
on a 12-0 run to tie the game up
at 32. Gonzaga came out scoring
five consecutive points before
Shannon Mauldin drained a
three to bring the Gaels within
two again. Carli Rosenthal had
four fouls against her for the

Saint MAry’s lost a tough battle against Gonzaga in Spokane, Wash. (Photo courtesy of SMC Gaels)

majority of the second half,

Gonzaga

80

Saint Mary’s

72

which changed the inside game
for the Gaels. The Gaels were
down by six with a minute left
to play, but Gonzaga was too
much to handle. Although they
dropped both games to the Bull-

dogs this year, Saint Mary ’s
reversed their fortune against
Po r t l a n d o n t h e w e e k e n d .
Lauren Nicholson took over the
game once again for the Gaels
on Saturday night in Portland.
Nicholson scored 22 points,
going 8-of-18 from the floor
and 5-of-5 from the free throw
line. Shannon Mauldin added
13 points as the Gaels squeaked
by with a 62-58 victory. Once
again, the Gaels were able to outrebound Portland, 39-33. Both
teams did not shoot well from

the field, as Portland shot just
over 40 percent, while the Gaels
were just under 40 percent.
The Gaels move up to 12-4 in

Portland

58

Saint Mary’s

62

conference and are in a threeway tie for second place with
Pacific and San Diego. Pacific

trumped the Gaels in overtime
in McKeon pavilion earlier this
year and then took home a huge
road win against the WCC regular season champions, Gonzaga.
Saint Mary’s wraps their season up at home against San Francisco and Santa Clara. The Gaels
picked up road wins against both
of these teams to open up WCC
play earlier this season. If the
Gaels are able to wrap up these
two home wins, they are in good
position to be the number two
seed in the WCC tournament.

Baseball splits home open against Eastern Michigan

Light hitting and strong pitching on both sides prevail in 4-game set

By Dean Boerner
Staff Writer
Friday’s game against Eastern
Michigan seemed to be an ominous
start for the Saint Mary’s baseball
team, as they lost the close pitchers’ duel 2-1. Gaels starter Cameron
Neff struggled with his command
throughout his outing, but somehow managed to keep his club close.
The Gaels took the first lead in the
fifth inning on an Austin Piscotty
sacrifice fly, but they would soon
surrender it on a pair of homeruns
by Eastern Michigan power hitters
Mitch McGeein and John Montgomery. The series opener was
replete with a number of missed
opportunities for the Gaels, with
the most glaring coming on a failed
squeeze attempt to end the game.
Many bunt opportunities were
missed throughout the game, but
early season woes will soon get
weeded out before WCC competition starts.
Saint Mary’s bounced back nicely
in Saturday’s double header by
posting a 2-1 win in game one and a
6-1 victory in game two. The Gaels’
starter in the morning affair was
Corbin Burnes, who fired a seveninning complete game. Once again
the Gaels struggled to manufacture
runs, but in the final frame they
finally got the big hit. Anthony
Gonsolin knocked in the winning

BRett Rasso picked up two hits in the second game of the double header Saturday afternoon. (Photo courtesy of SMC Gaels)

run as the Gaels walked off for their
first home win of the 2015 season.
The Gaels were able to muster
more offense in their second victory of the day. Behind Jonny York,
who allowed just one run in six innings, the Gaels offense came alive.
Five different Saint Mary’s hitters
had RBIs, and the Gaels relievers
Nathaniel Simmons and Anthony
Gonsolin were able to close the door
on Eastern Michigan’s day by firing

two combined scoreless innings.
Freshman Brett Rasso led the way
in the second game with a couple
hits and two runs scored. First
basemen Collin Ferguson and third
basemen Anthony Villa both added
run scoring doubles.
In the concluding game of their
four game series with Eastern
Michigan, the Gaels couldn’t solve
opposing pitcher Jake Andrews.
He repeatedly pounded the zone

throughout Sunday’s matchup,
firing a complete game. The lone
bright spot for the Gaels was first
baseman Collin Ferguson, who
smashed a long homerun in the seventh inning. Other than Ferguson’s
blast, the Saint Mary’s lineup failed
to create any substantial rallies. On
the other side, the Gaels pitching
was plagued by the walk, issuing
eight of them during the game.
Failing to keep Eastern Michigan

players off the base paths led to an
early deficit, and the Gaels were
never able to fight their way back.
In addition to Ferguson’s homerun,
catcher Ian Mcloughlin added two
hits. But there wasn’t much more
offensive production than that,
leading to 6-1 loss and a split of the
series. The Gaels will start another
four game series at Louis Guisto
field at 2 p.m. this Friday against Cal
State University, Northridge.

